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Eco benefits of plastic plain bearings
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250,000 tonnes per year, This corresponds to the
amount required to fill 8,000 tankers.
The tribo-optimised "iglidur” plastic plain bearings from
igus GmbH in Cologne require neither oil nor grease. They
are lubricant-free, so that no contaminants escape into the
environment. Due to continuous advanced developments
the bearings specialist igus now supplies alternatives
more in line with environmental considerations for more
and more applications that work with lubricated metallic
plain and rolling bearings.
The energy balance for the manufacture of plastics is very
positive. Whereas the energy from 15 litres of oil is necessary to produce 1 litre of aluminium, and 1 litre of steel
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The energy required to produce one volume litre of material (converted
to litres of oil).

requires 11 litres of oil, the production of 1 litre of plastic
only needs an average of 1.8 litres of oil. As far as annual
worldwide oil requirements are concerned, the production
of plastics only requires 4 percent. This value will probably
continue to decrease, since the vegetable production of
polymers is making great progress.
Lubricant-free and light
Not only will the incorporated solid lubricants make "iglidur" polymer plain bearings ecologically valuable. The
lightweight bearings will also help to reduce fuel consumption and carbon dioxide output in, for example, vehicles or
aircrafts. Basically the reduced weight leads to lower masPress Contact
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The terms “igus, Chainflex, Easy Chain, E-Chain, E-Chain System, Energy Chain, Energy Chain
System, Flizz, ReadyChain, Triflex, TwisterChain, DryLin, iglidur, igubal, Polysorb, plastics for
longer life, invis, ReadyCable and manus“ are legally protected trademarks in the Federal
Republic of Germany and, where applicable, in some foreign countries.
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In contrast to metallic plain and rolling bearings, "iglidur" plastic plain
bearings from igus require no oil or grease.

